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Coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau equations for the weak electrolyte model of electroconvectio
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The recently introduced weak electrolyte model~WEM! has successfully explained many linear properties of
electroconvection in planarly aligned nematic liquid crystals such as the crossover from a stationary to a Hopf
bifurcation in the parameter range observed experimentally. Here we present the first weakly nonlinear analysis
of the WEM providing the coefficients of the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. Whereas the Hopf bifurca-
tion is always supercritical, the stationary bifurcation is for typical materials subcritical, which appears to be in
agreement with experiments. In the oblique-roll range the~complex! cross coupling coefficient between the
two degenerate roll systems~‘‘zig’’ and ‘‘zag’’ ! are also calculated leading to the superposition of traveling
rectangles as observed in recent experiments on the material I52.@S1063-651X~98!10807-3#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 47.20.2k, 47.65.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

The traditionally used model for the electrohydrodynam
convection instability~EC! in nematic liquid crystal~NLC!
layers@1,2# involves equations for the velocity field, the d
rector, and the electric potential~or charge density!. The
NLC is considered as an anisotropic Ohmic conductor w
out specifying the origin of the conductivity. Otherwise th
standard hydrodynamic description@3–5# is employed. This
model, in particular in its three-dimensional formulatio
where rolls orienting obliquely to the planarly prealign
director~we here consider only this most common case! can
be included@6–8#, is referred to as the standard model~SM!.
For a general introduction, see, e.g., the books@5,9#, or re-
cent reviews@10#.

The SM explains quantitatively the phenomena obser
in the conduction range~low frequency of the applied a
voltage! if, roughly speaking, the cells are not too th
(d>50 mm!, or if one is not too near to threshold@7,8#. In
contrast, some features observed in thinner cells near thr
old remain unexplained even on a qualitative level. M
notable are traveling waves~TW!, which have been observe
as early as 1978@11#. Later on, they were found by variou
groups in a broad parameter range in the NLCs MBB
@12,13#, I52 @14,15#, and in phase 5@16,17#. TWs appear to
be generic for relatively thin and clean cells and seem to
often favored by higher external frequencies~in particular
near the cutoff frequency giving the crossover to the diel
tric range!. The SM, however, predicts always a stationa
bifurcation.

Recently, the occurrence of the traveling waves and th
linear properties have been explained by the weak electro
model~WEM! @18#. Specifically, a Hopf bifurcation to trav
eling waves was predicted for the above conditions, provi
the recombination rate of mobile ions~see below! is suffi-
ciently low. The Hopf frequency agreed quantitatively wi
experiments on the NLC’s I52@14#, and phase 5@19#. Also
the behavior of MBBA appears to be well described@20#.

Other unexplained features connect to nonlinear prop
ties. Firstly, it is the slightly discontinuous~hysteretic! nature
of the bifurcation that has been noted for some years un
PRE 581063-651X/98/58~2!/1973~10!/$15.00
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conditions where one is near the crossover between sta
ary and traveling waves@21,13,15,22–24# and which is in
conflict with results for the SM@7,8#. Secondly, under con
ditions where the traveling rolls are manisfestly oblique, o
has observed an extended form of spatiotemporal ch
~STC! @21,23,24#, which in the material I52 clearly arises vi
a supercritical bifurcation. This system thus represents
example of ‘‘STC at onset,’’ which should be amenable to
quantitative analysis. Finally, under similar~but not the
same! conditions, one can observe in I52 convection to ar
in the form of wormlike localized structures@22,24#.

In this work, we present the first results of the weak
nonlinear analysis of the WEM. Together with linear pro
erties one can then derive the coefficients for the appropr
set of coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau equations~CCGL!.
In the experiments the interplay of the two variants of o
lique rolls ~‘‘zig’’ and ‘‘zag’’ ! appears to be more importan
than that of counterpropagating waves, which mostly s
press each other~see below!. Therefore we have at this poin
calculated the saturation coefficient as well as the cro
coupling coefficient beween zig and zag, but not betwe
counterpropagating waves. To our knowledge, this is the
system where the STC of the complex Ginzburg-Land
equations can be quantitatively compared with the exp
ment.

In Sec. II we sum up the WEM, in Sec. III the CCGL
derived, and comparison with experiments on I52 is done
Sec. IV. In Sec. V we give some conclusions and outlook
Appendix A we summarize the director and velocity equ
tions used both in the SM and the WEM. We also give a
lytic expressions for the threshold of the SM~Appendix B!
and for the Hopf frequency~Sec. III with Appendix C!. In
Appendix D we present a set of effective equations t
could be used as a starting point to go beyond the wea
nonlinear analysis in the WEM variables. Finally, in Appe
dix E we briefly make a connection with a generalized Sw
Hohenberg model introduced by Tu to describe the wo
state@25#.

II. THE WEAK-ELECTROLYTE MODEL

The equations of the WEM for the director and veloc
fields are those of the SM, but the conduction properties
1973 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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explicitly modeled by introducing two species of opposite
charged ionic charge carriers. Without loss of generality
assume charges6e. The dynamics of the number densitie
n1(r,t) and n2(r,t) of the charge carriers is governed b
drift relative to the fluid under an electric field and by
conventional dissociation-recombination reaction betw
neutral molecules and the ions. The mobility tensorsm= 1 and
m= 2 express the drift velocities in terms of the electric fie
vdrift

6 56m= 6E. The tensors have the usual uniaxia
anisotropic formm i j

6[m'
6m i j8 5m'

6(d i j 1ninjsa8), whereni

and nj are components of the director,sa85sa
eq/s'

eq is the
relative conduction anisotropy, andd i j is the Kronecker sym-
bol. For simplicity the anisotropy ofm= 1 andm= 2 are taken to
be the same.

It is convenient to change from the fieldsn1(r,t) and
n2(r,t) to the total space-charge densityr5e(n12n2),
which already appears in the SM, and the new fi
~‘‘charge-carrier mode’’! s'(r,t)5e(m'

1n11m'
2n2) ~we

choose the one perpendicular to the director!.
Neglecting diffusion and some small terms proportion

to the differencem'
12m'

2 of the mobilities, the balance
equations forr(r,t) ands'(r,t) are @18#

] tr1“•~vr1m= 8Es'!50, ~1!

] ts'1“•~vs'1m'
1m'

2m= 8Er!52t rec
21~s'2s'

eq!. ~2!

The WEM equations consist of the Eqs.~1! and ~2! supple-
mented by the equations of the SM for the director and
locity fields ~Appendix A! together with the static condition
r5] ie i j Ej with e i j 5e'd i j 1eaninj ~Poisson equation!, E
5E0(t)2“f ~exploiting“3E50 and separatingE into an
external field and a distortion field!, n251, and“•v50 ~in-
compressibility!. We will consider the common planar align
ment and chose a coordinate system such thatn5(1,0,0) at
the upper and lower plates confining the NLC layer atz5
6d/2. The external electric field from the applied ac volta
is then given by E0(t)5@(V̄A2/d)cosv0t#ez where V̄

:5A(V2̄) is the effective voltage.
The six fields of the WEM are the potentialf of the

electric field distortion~alternatively one can stay withr),
the local conductivitys' , two director components (ny and
nz), and two velocity fields or a suitable representation
them; see Eq.~18! below.

The WEM has four relevant time scales. The direct
relaxation timetd5g1d2/(K11p

2) and the charge-relaxatio
time tq5e0e' /s'

eq appear already in the SM. Here,g1 is a
rotational viscosity, andK11 is the orientational elasticity fo
splay distortions. Typically,td is O~1 s!, andtq is O~1022

s!. The WEM has two additional time scales@14,18#: a re-
combination timet rec for the relaxation towards the equilib
rium of the dissociation-recombination reaction whe
s'(r,t)5s'

eq, and the transition timet t5d2/(Vc0m!) for a
charge with the mobilitym!5Am'

1m'
2 to traverse the cel

under the applied voltageVc05AK11/(e0e'), which is of
the order of the critical voltage. The magnitude oft t is O~0.1
s!. The interesting effects arise whent rec is sufficiently large,
typically 'O~10 s!.
e

n

,

d

l

-

r

-

Five dimensionless parameters characterize the dynam
the control parameterR5V̄2/Vc0

2 or, alternatively, the dis-

tance from thresholde5V̄2/V̄c
221, the external frequency

v0tq in units of the inverse charge relaxation time, the ra
of the SM times tq /td , the mobility parameter ã

5pAtqtd /t t
2, and the recombination parameterr̃

5td /t rec. For small recombination rates, the Hopf fr
quency~21! predicted by the WEM is proportional toã/td

5pAtq /(tdt t
2).

III. COUPLED COMPLEX
GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATIONS

In this section, we scale lengths byd/p, and time bytd ,
if not explicitly stated otherwise. Furthermore, voltages a
scaled byVc0, conductivities bys'

eq, dielectric permittivities
by e0e' , the elastic constantsK11, K22, K33 for splay, twist,
and bend deformations byK11, and the viscosities
a1 , . . . ,a6 ~see Appendix A! by g1. We allow also for a
magnetic fieldH and scale it to the splay Free´dericksz tran-
sition field HF5AK11/(xam0)p/d.

The linear analysis of the SM shows@7# that the patterns
at threshold are either stationary normal rolls with wave v
tor qc5(qc,0), or a pair of stationary symmetry-degenerat
oblique rolls with wave vectorsqc

zig5(qc ,pc) and qc
zag

5(qc ,2pc). The linear analysis of the WEM presented
the next subsection shows that these stationary modes
split into symmetry-degenerated pairs of left- and rig
traveling rolls via a Hopf bifurcation. The kind of pattern
depends on the NLC, the cell thickness, and the frequenc
the applied voltage. Here, we consider the dynamics of rig
traveling zig and zag oblique rolls. A reduction to the case
normal rolls is straightforward.

Near threshold (e!1), only modes with wave vector
near the critical ones are dynamically active. At lowest ord
the amplitude expansion of the directornz can be written as

nz~r,t !5 1
2 @A~x,t !eipcy1B~x,t !e2 ipcy#ei ~qcx2vHt !cosz

1c.c. ~3!

To obtain the other fields one has to replace1
2 cosz by the

appropriate components of the linear eigenvector; see
~20! below. The complex amplitudesA andB vary slowly in
x5(x,y) and in t. They are defined so that their modulu
gives the maximum director componentnz of the wave pack-
ets of the zig or zag modes, respectively. The componennz
can be measured with the help of the shadowgraph me
@26#.

For small uAu and uBu the dynamics of the amplitudes i
governed by the coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau eq
tions ~CCGL!

t0] tA~x,t !5L~qc
zig ,“x ,e!A2g@~11 ic !uAu2

1h~11 ich!uBu2#A,
~4!

t0] tB~x,t !5L~qc
zag,“x ,e!B2g@~11 ic !uBu2

1h~11 ich!uAu2#B.
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Here,g is the saturation coefficient,gc is the nonlinear fre-
quency shift, andh(11 ich) denotes the nonlinear couplin
between the zig and zag waves.

The linear operator L(qc ,“x ,e)5t0@l(qc2 i“x ,e)
2 ivH# is given in terms of the linear growth ratel(q,e) for
the mode with wave vectorq5(q,p) connected with the
critical branch. In the rangeuq2qc

zigu5O(e1/2), uq2qc
zagu

5O(e1/2), the Taylor expansion ofL arounde50, qc
zig/zag

5(qc ,6pc) is given, up toO(e), by

L~qc
zig/zag,“x ,e!5~11 i t0ve!e2t0~vgx]x6vgy]y!

1jxx
2 ~11 ibxx!]x

21jyy
2 ~11 ibyy!]y

2

62jxy
2 ~11 ibxy!]x]y , ~5!

with t0
215]Rel/]euc , ve5]Iml/]euc , vgx5]Iml/]quc ,

jxx(11 ibxx)52(t0/2)]2l/]q2uc , and jxy(11 ibxy)5
2(t0/2)]2l/(]q]p)uc . Here, uc means ‘‘at threshold,’’q
5qc

zig ,e50. The expressions forvgy ,jyy
2 (11 ibyy), and

jxy
2 (11 ibxy) are analogous.

Let us summarize the scenario for the~primary! bifurca-
tion of plane waves A5A0expi(2Vt1Qx1Py), B
5B0expi(2Vt1Qx2Py) from the basic state@trivial solu-
tion of Eqs.~4!# as e becomes positive; see e.g.,@27#. For
Q5P50 one has eitheruA0u5Ae/g, uB0u50 ~or vice
versa!, V52vee1gcuA0u2/t0, i.e., zig or zag traveling
rolls, or a symmetric superposition uA0u5uB0u
5Ae/@g(11h)#, V52vee1g(c1hch)uA0u2/t0 leading to
traveling rectangles. These solutions bifurcate ate50 and
exist stably~relative to the trivial solution! for e.0 if the
bifurcation is supercritical, i.e., forg.0 and 11h.0. For
h.1 rolls are stable~relative to the rectangles!, otherwise
the rectangles are stable. For (Q,P)Þ0 the bifurcation point
is shifted upward tos5e2jxx

2 Q22jyy
2 P222jxy

2 QP50 and
the frequency is also shifted via the group velocity ter
proportional tovgx andvgy , and the linear dispersion term
in Eq. ~5!.

A. Threshold and linear coefficients

It can be shown@20# that the nonconvecting basic state
the WEM ~subscript 0! is given, in a good approximation, b
f050 ~no induced electric potential!, s'05s'

eq ~the local
conductivity equals the equilibrium conductivity!, n0
5(1,0,0) ~no director distortion!, and v050 ~no convec-
tion!.

We obtain the threshold voltage, the Hopf frequency, a
the linear coefficients of the amplitude equation~4! by lin-
earizing the WEM equations around this basic state with
ansatz

E5@p21A2Rcosv0t#ez2“f1~r,t !:5E0~ t !2“f1~r,t !,

s'5s'
eq1s1~r,t !,

n5~1,0,0!1~0,ny1 ,nz1!, v5v1 . ~6!

Inserting this into the scaled WEM equations~1! and ~2!,
into the z and y components of the director equation~A1!,
and into thez andy components of the curl of the equatio
s

d

e

for the velocity field~A2! gives the following linear system
for the perturbations~subscript 1!,

Ftq

td
] tê1ŝ Gf11E0]zs11Ftq

td
ea~Ė01E0] t!1saE0G]xnz1

50, ~7!

@ã2p2E0]z#êf11@] t1 r̃ #s11@eaã2p2E0
2]z#]xnz150,

~8!

eap2E0]xf11@] t1K̂zz2eap2E0
2#nz12~12K22!]z]yny1

1a3]zvx11a2]xvz150, ~9!

2~12K22!]z]ynz11@] t1K̂yy#ny1a3]yvx11a2]xvy150,
~10!

2a3]y]z] tnz11@a2]x
22a3]y

2#] tny1

2@~a11a61h1!]x
21h2~]y

21]z
2!#]yvx1

1Fh1]x
22~h22a32a4!]y

21
a4

2
]z

2G]xvy1

1Fa32a6

2 G]x]y]zvz150, ~11!

p2E0]xêf11@~a2]x
22a3]z

2!] t1eap2E0
2]x

2#nz1

2a3]y]z] tny12@~a11a61h1!]x
21h2~]y

21]z
2!#]zvx1

1Fa32a6

2 G]x]y]zvy1

1Fh1]x
21

a4

2
]y

21~a31a42h2!]z
2G]xvz150. ~12!

Here, we used the abbreviations~note thatK115s'
eq5e0e'

51)

ê52@~11ea!]x
21]y

21]z
2#,

ŝ52@~11sa!]x
21]y

21]z
2#, ~13!

K̂zz52@K33]x
21K22]y

21]z
2#1Hx

22Hz
2 , ~14!

K̂yy52@K33]x
21]y

21K22]z
2#1Hx

22Hy
2 , ~15!

and the Miesowicz coefficients

h15~2a21a41a5!/2, h25~a31a41a6!/2. ~16!

Only one of the Cartesian componentsHi of the scaled mag-
netic field is allowed to be nonzero. The BCs atz56p/2 are

f15]zs15nz15ny15v150. ~17!

The incompressibility condition“•v50 is satisfied by ex-
pressing the velocity by the toroidal and poloidal potenti
Gt andGp for divergence-free fluids@28#,

v15“3~Gt1ez!1“3@“3~Gp1ez!#. ~18!
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The equations~7!–~12! with ~18! represent a linear system
with time-periodic coefficients for the field
f1 ,s1 ,nz1 ,ny1 ,Gt1, andGp1. It is converted to an algebrai
eigenvalue system for the complex growth ratel by using
lowest-order Fourier modes inx, y, andt, and lowest-order
Galerkin modes satisfying Eq.~17! in zP@2p/2,p/2#,

~f1 ,s1 ,nz1 ,ny1 ,Gt1 ,Gp1!T5wzig~z,t !ei ~qx1py!1lt, ~19!

wzig~z,t !5S ~f1cosv0t1f2sin v0t !cosz

s~0!sin z

nz
~0!cosz

ny
~0!sin 2z

Gt
~0!sin 2z

Gp
~0!C1~z!

D , ~20!

whereC1(z) is the first Chandrasekhar function@29#.
For given material and system parameters and for a g

external frequencyv0, the complex growth rate depends o
R, q, and p. The neutral surfaceR0(q,p) is defined by a
vanishing real part of the growth rate, Rel(R0 ,q,p)50. The
thresholdRc , and the associated critical wave numbersqc
andpc are given by the minimum of the neutral surface w
respect toq and p. Also the coherence lengths can be o
tained from the relation

jxx
2 5

1

2Rc

d2R0

dq2
, jyy

2 5
1

2Rc

d2R0

dp2
, jxy

2 5
1

2Rc

d2R0

dqdp
,

where the derivatives are to be taken atqc ,pc .
For high recombination ratesr̃ , the WEM predicts a sta

tionary bifurcation. In the limitr̃→`, the SM is recovered
For this case, we derived an intuitively appealing analy
expression for the neutral surface, see Appendix B. For
ficiently low recombination rates, the WEM predicts a Ho
bifurcation, i.e., the growth rate at threshold (Reluc50) has
a nonzero imaginary partvH5Imluc , and only then are the
coefficients of the CCGL~4! complex.

Figure 1 shows the threshold valuesV̄c , vH , qc , andpc
for the NLC I52 as obtained by solving the algebraic eige
value system~7!–~12! with ~19! and~20!. Shown is the limit
of low external frequencyv0tq!1 as a function of the in-
verse recombination timer̃ , the only essential parameter o
the WEM that is not known from independent measureme
@19#. Besides a nonzero Hopf frequency for small values
r̃ , the WEM predicts a small shift of the threshold with r
spect to the SM, and shifts ofqc andpc .

We derived simple approximate analytic expressions
the Hopf frequency, the threshold shift, and the linear CC
parameters as a function ofr̃ . These expressions are valid fo
ã!1, which is usually fulfilled, and not too near to th
codimension-two pointr̃ C2 separating the oscillatory from
the stationary regime. For the parameters of Fig. 1, the e
of these expressions is less than 2%. The analytic expres
for the Hopf frequency is given by@compare Fig. 1~a!#

vH5Aṽ22 r̃ 2, r̃<ṽ. ~21!
n

-

c
f-

f

-

ts
f

r
L

or
ion

In physical units,r̃ 51/t rec, and ṽ5vH( r̃ 50) is given by
@19#

ṽ5pC8
V̄c

2e0e'

d3~11v82!
Am'

1m'
2

g1s'
eq

. ~22!

Here, C8 is a dimensionless factor of order unity given
Appendix C, and v85v0tq(11qc

21eaqcx
2 )/(11qc

2

1saqcx
2 ).

The approximate expression for the threshold shift, F
1~a!, is

De[
V̄c

2

~V̄c
SM!2

215H t0
SMr̃ , r̃<ṽ

t0
SMṽ2/ r̃ , r̃ .ṽ.

~23!

The correlation timet0 in the CCGL ~4! is approximately
given by @30#

t05H 2t0
SM, r̃<ṽ

t0
SMS 12

ṽ2

r̃ 2 D , r̃ .ṽ.
~24!

The factor of 2 in the correlation time in the Hopf regim
should be accessible to experiments. The correlation len
jxx , jxy , andjyy are the same as in the SM@30#. The group
velocities and linear dispersions in the Hopf regime (r̃ ,ṽ)

FIG. 1. Threshold diagram as predicted by the WEM for a c
of the nematic I52 (d528 mm! at 60 °C as a function of the invers

recombination timer̃ 5td /t rec for v0tq!1. ~a! Threshold voltage
and ~Hopf! frequency of the traveling rolls at threshold.~b! Com-
ponent of the wave vector parallel to the director, and~c! perpen-

dicular to the director. At the valuer̃ C250.91, there is a

codimension-two point leading from the oscillatory regimer̃

, r̃ C2) to the stationary regime (r̃ . r̃ C2).
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can be expressed in terms of the group velocities and
Hopf frequencyṽ for zero recombination@30#,

vgi5
ṽ

vH
vgi~ r̃ 50!, bi j 52 r̃ /vH , r̃ ,ṽ, ~25!

wherei , j stand forx or y.
The general expression fort0

SM is too complicated to be
given here. However, for normal rolls one hast0

SM5
21/l0z , wherel0z is given in Appendix C. Actually this
relation provides a good estimate oft0

SM also forpcÞ0 ~the
error is typically less than 10%).

B. Nonlinear coefficients

We calculate the nonlinear coefficients of Eq.~4! by a
systematic amplitude expansion of the WEM equations.
noting the fieldsf, s' , nz , ny , Gt , and Gp by a formal
vectoru, the WEM equations~1!, ~2!, ~A1!, and~A2! can be
written symbolically as

B= ] tu5L= u1N2~u,u!1N3~u,u,u!1•••. ~26!

The linear matrix-differential operatorsB= andL= are defined
explicitly by the Eqs.~7!–~12! with Eq. ~18!. The nonlinear
operatorsN2 andN3 have, respectively, several hundred a
some thousand terms, so the derivation of the nonlinear
efficients can be presented only schematically; for an ef
tive model, see Appendix D. The fields are expanded in
amplitudesA andB, u5u(1)1u(2)1••• with

u~1!5Awzig~z,t !ei ~qcx1pcy2vHt !1Bwzag~z,t !ei ~qcx2pcy2vHt !

1c.c. ~27!

The functionswzig and wzag are the eigenfunctions of th
Fourier-transformed linear WEM equations atq5(qc ,6pc),
normalized such that thenz component of Eq.~27! is iden-
tical to Eq. ~3!. As in the linear calculations, we used E
~20! for wzig and a corresponding expansion forwzag.

The further procedure is canonical@31#. At second order
in the amplitudes one obtains foru(2) the inhomogeneous
equation (B= ] t2L= )u(2)5N2(u(1),u(1)). To solve foru(2), we
used expansions analogous to Eq.~20!, but with the opposite
z symmetries. The dependence ofu(2) on x and t are given
by exp@in(qcx2vHt)1impcy# with n,m522,0,2. At third or-
der in the amplitudes, the inhomogeneity of the eq
tion for u(3), given by N2(u(1),u(2))1N2(u(2),u(1))
1N3(u(1),u(1),u(1)), has ‘‘resonant’’ terms proportional to
ei (qcx6pcy2vHt) that lie in the kernel of the adjoint linea
operator. The ensuing solvability conditions lead to the n
linear parts of the CCGL~4!.

In Figs. 2 and 3 the nonlinear coefficients are plotted a
function of the inverse recombination timer̃ ~solid lines!.
There are three regions. In the oscillatory~Hopf! range r̃

, r̃ C2'ṽ, the nonlinear saturation coefficientsg and g(1
1h) are positive, so that the bifurcation is always contin
ous, see the discussion after Eqs.~4! and~5!. The cross cou-
pling h is smaller than 1, so the WEM predicts that zig (B
50) or zag (A50) traveling rolls are unstable with respe
to a superposition whereA5B. The nonlinear dispersionc is
e

-

o-
c-
e

-

-

a

-

positive with the consequence that the frequency of the tr
eling waves decreases with the amplitude. In a ranger̃ C2

, r̃ tri , the Hopf frequency is zero and bothg and g(11h)
are negative, so the bifurcation is predicted to be station
hysteretic. At the tricritical pointr̃ tri , the saturation become
positive and forr̃ . r̃ tri , one has a continuous stationary b
furcation. On increasingr̃ further, one approaches the SM
@30#.

FIG. 2. Real parts of the nonlinear coefficients of the CCGL~4!

as a function ofr̃ 5td /t rec for the material parameters of I52 a
60 °C. Shown are the results of the~lowest-order! nonlinear calcu-
lations with all nonlinearities of the WEM equations~full lines!,
and with the effective nonlinearities of Eq.~D2! ~dashed!. For the
saturation coefficientg the difference is too small to be visible. Th
three regions, oscillatory, stationary hysteretic, and stationary c

tinuous, are separated by the codimension-two pointr̃ C2, and the

tricritical point r̃ tri50.295 where the saturation coefficientg van-
ishes.

FIG. 3. Imaginary parts of the nonlinear coefficients of t

CCGL ~4! in the oscillatory regime,r̃ , r̃ C2. The material param-
eters and the denotation of the lines are the same as in Fig. 2.
sign of the nonlinear dispersionc is defined such that forc.0 the
frequency decreases with the amplitude.
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

In recent expriments on the NLC I52, three scenarios
the primary bifurcation were found, depending on the te
perature and the cell thickness@14,22,23#. For low tempera-
tures and relatively thin cells, the primary bifurcation was
a localized traveling-wave state called ‘‘worms’’@22#. For
higher temperatures~higher conductivities!, the bifurcation
was to a chaotic extended traveling-wave state. For e
higher temperatures~conductivities! or for thick cells, the
primary bifurcation was to a stationary state. The expe
ments were in the regime of oblique rolls. The worm st
consisted of a superposition of either left- or right-traveli
zig and zag rolls. The extended chaotic state often invol
the same two modes, and the stationary state was a sup
sition of stationary zig and zag rolls. The oscillatory sta
bifurcated continuously~the worm state, at least, in a stati
tical sense!, while the stationary state showed a hystere
On increasinge, the frequency of the traveling rolls de
creased@24#, and betweene50.03 ~high s'

eq) and e50.1
~low s'

eq), there was a secondary bifurcation to a station
state@22#.

Most of these results can be explained, at least qua
tively, within the framework of the CCGL with coefficient
derived from the WEM.

Figure 4 shows the WEM predictions ford528 mm ~most
experiments were made on cells of this thickness!, as a func-
tion of temperature, here replaced by the conductivitys'

eq.
For high values ofs'

eq, there is a transition to the stationa
regime, in qualitative agreement with the experiments. T
recombination parameter is chosen such that this trans
occurs at the experimentally observed values'

eq

'231028(V m)21. For simplicity we assume for the re
combination ratet rec

21 the same temperature dependence
for the viscosityg1, which leads to a constant recombinatio
parameterr̃ 50.07.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! contain two predictions that agre
qualitatively with the experiments:

~i! g andg(11h) are.0 in the Hopf regime~continuous
bifurcation! and ,0 in the stationary regime~hysteretic bi-
furcation!.

~ii ! In the Hopf regime the cross-coupling coefficienth is
smaller than 1, so isolated zig and zag rolls are unstable
respect to a superposition to traveling rectangles, in ag
ment with the experiment.~the cross-coupling coefficient t
the left-traveling waves is not yet calculated!.

The nonlinear imaginary coefficientsc andch are positive
in the Hopf regime. They both increase when the conduc
ity approaches the value of theC2 point. They are decisive
for the question of the modulational stability of the traveli
rectangles in the oscillatory range. Whereas it is easy to
that the Newell criterionbxxc11,0 for the Benjamin-Feir
instability of traveling waves~the rectangles travel in thex
direction! is satisfied near the codimension-two point, t
corresponding criterion for standing wavesbyy(c2h2ch)
112h2,0 is not @32,33#.

Figure 5~a! shows, for the same system as in Fig. 4, t
‘‘total frequency-shift factor’’

dv

de
5td

21S ve2
c

t0
D ~28!
r
-

n

i-
e

s
po-
s

.

y

a-

e
n

s

th
e-

-

ee

e

at e50. The first termve results from the linear frequenc
shift ]Im(l)/]e, and the second term from the nonline
frequency shift]v/]uAu2]uAu2/]e. The predicted decreas
for 41 °C @s'

eq50.831028(V m)21# agrees nearly quantita
tively with the measured decrease ofdv/de5210 s21 @34#.

Figure 5~b! shows the valueestat where an extrapolation
of the frequency decrease would lead to a zero frequen
The curve is comparable with the experimental bifurcat
diagram in@22# for the secondary bifurcation to a stationa
state.

Figure 6 shows a summary of the weakly nonlinear WE
predictions. The arrow fromA to C shows the range of sys
tem parameters covered in the experiments@22#, the arrow
from A to B shows the change when the cell thickness
doubled.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a weakly nonlinear analysis of
WEM model for electroconvection in NLC. One may co
clude that this model, which has been the only one to
scribe the traveling rolls observed in the experiments, a

FIG. 4. Nonlinear coefficients as a function of the equilibriu

conductivitys'
eq for I52 with r̃ 50.07 and the other material param

eters depending ons'
eq in accordance with the experiments in Re

@22#. There,s'
eq is varied by varying the temperature. The para

eters are taken at the corresponding temperature, e.g., 31 °C
s'

eq50.331028(V m)21, and 62 °C fors'
eq51.631028(V m)21.

~a! Saturation coefficientg and ~b! cross couplingh. For h,1 (h
.1), a superposition of zig and zags~either zig or zag rolls! are
expected.~c!, ~d! Imaginary parts of the nonlinear coefficients.
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allows one to describe many of the weakly nonlinear pr
erties observed in experiment. Hopefully also the remain
open problems can be resolved, e.g., the extended c
@23,24#, which are possibly described by the coupled co
plex Ginzburg-Landau equations~4!. Then there is the worm
state@22,24#, where in spite of the forward bifurcation~Hopf
range! higher-order terms are presumably needed.

FIG. 5. Total frequency-shift factordv/de at e50 for the same
material parameters as in Fig. 4.~b! Value of the control, parameter
where a linear extrapolation of the frequency decrease would
to a vanishing frequency.

FIG. 6. Phase diagram as derived from the weakly nonlin

analysis in the (ã, r̃ ) plane using parameters for I52 at 45 °C, a
for external frequencies satisfyingv0tq!1. The curve labeledC2

is the codimension-two curver̃ 5ṽ separating the Hopf regime o
traveling waves from the stationary regime. On the stationary s
the bifurcation is hysteretic in a rather large region bounded by

C2 curve and the tricritical curve labeled TC. In the limitr̃→`, the
SM behavior is recovered. The pointA corresponds to the exper
ments of Ref.@22# at 30 °C. The arrow to pointC indicates the

change in the space (ã, r̃ ) on increasing the temperature to 60 °
assuming a constant recombination parameter. The arrow to poB
corresponds to doubling the cell thickness.
-
g
os
-

The CCGL presented here is not applicable in the ra
where the bifurcation is subcritical, i.e., on the stationa
side of the codimension-two (C2) point. However, also on
the Hopf side~and very near to theC2 point! higher-order
terms are important, because, roughly speaking, with
creasing amplitude, the Hopf branch very quickly collid
with the subcritical stationary branch, which persists acr
the C2 point. In fact, slightly above theC2 point one can
have the situation where the Hopf branch is not accessib
all. This was apparently the case in experiments on MB
where the Hopf bifurcation has been identified by observ
the ~thermal! fluctuations slightly below threshold@13#.

To understand these and other phenomena occurring
the C2 point ~like the worm state@22,24# or the hysteretic
jump to stationary rolls after a short forward Hopf bran
observed in phase 5@21,35#! it is important to go beyond the
lowest-order weakly nonlinear approximation where t
slow charge carrier mode is treated adiabatically. By treat
the charge carrier mode dynamically and coupling it to
Ginzburg-Landau equations one may be able to desc
these phenomena. A possible starting point for such
analysis in the form of effective nonlinear WEM equations
presented in Appendix D. The situation is reminiscent of t
in thermal convection of binary mixtures where it prove
useful to separate out the slow concentration field@36#. In-
deed here it was shown that stable localized solutions in
could exist even when the bifurcation is supercritical@37#.

Recently, a generalized Swift-Hohenberg equation fo
subcritical Hopf bifurcation has been proposed to model t
worm state@25#. Solutions~mostly simulational! were pre-
sented that do show features similar to the worms. Althou
these solutions may indeed capture some of the obse
features, the model is clearly at conflict with the theory
derived from the underlying hydrodynamics. Neverthele
we attempt to make some contact in Appendix E.

On a more basic level it would seem desirable to prov
a more stringent test of the WEM by direct measuremen
the most important unknown parameter, namely, the rec
bination time t rec of the mobile ions, in situations wher
traveling rolls can arise. Here we have fittedt rec to get agree-
ment with the observedC2 point. The only measurement
we are aware of in a relevant material~MBBA ! were done
above the clearing point, givingt rec.104 s @38#.
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APPENDIX A: THE EQUATIONS FOR THE DIRECTOR
AND THE FLUID VELOCITY

The dynamic equations for the directorn(r,t) and the
fluid velocity v(r,t) used both in the SM and in the WEM
are the Erickson-Leslie equations

g1~] t1v•“2v3 !n52d='@h1~a21a3!A= n, ~A1!

ad
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e,
e
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rm~] t1v•“ !v i52] i p2] j~p i j 1Ti j
visc!1rEi . ~A2!

Equation~A1! describes the balance of the torques act
on the director. Hydrodynamic torques come from the lo
fluid rotation v5(“3v)/2 and from the hydrodynamic
shear Ai j 5(] iv j1] jv i)/2. The projection tensord i j

'5d i j

2ninj guaranteesn251. The rotational viscosityg15a3
2a2 is a combination of the Leslie coefficientsa1•••a6 to
be introduced below. The reversible torques are describe
the ‘‘molecular field’’

hi5
]F

]ni
2

]

]xj
S ]F

]ni /]xj
D . ~A3!

where the density of the free enthalpy

F5
1

2
$K11~“•n!21K22@n3~“3n!#21K33@n•~“3n!#2

2e0ea~n•E!22m0xa~n•H!2% ~A4!

contains the orientational-elastic Frank energy due to sp
(K11), twist (K22), and bend (K33) deformations, and the
relevant electric and magnetic parts proportional to
anisotropies of the dielectric permittvity,ea , and the mag-
netic susceptibility,xa .

Equation~A2! is a generalized Navier-Stokes equation.
conservative contributions come from the pressurep ~which
will be eliminated!, and from the~negative! Erickson stress

p i j 5
]F

~]nk /]xj !

]nk

]xi
. ~A5!

The viscous contributions are described by the moment
flux tensor

2Ti j
visc5a1ninjnknlAkl1a2njNi1a3niNj1a4Ai j

1a5njnkAki1a6ninkAk j , ~A6!

wherea1 , . . . ,a6 are the Leslie coefficients satisfying th
Onsager symmetrya21a35a62a5, and N5(] t1v•“)n
2v3n. At last, the electric volume force'rE is a crucial
part in the instability mechanism of the SM.

APPENDIX B: ANALYTIC EXPRESSION
FOR THE THRESHOLD OF THE STANDARD MODEL

Here, we use scaled variables and parameters as i
duced at the beginning of Sec. III. In the limit of the S
( r̃→`), and using the one-mode approximation~19! and
~20!, the expression for the neutral surfaceR0

SM(q,p) can be
written as

R0
SM5

Keff

ea
eff1a2sa

eff/heff
, ~B1!

with the effective orientational elasticity

Keff5Kzz2
p2~12Kzz!

2I 2
2

Kyy
,

g
l

by

y

e

-

ro-

Kzz5K33q
21K22p

2111Hx
22Hz

2 ,

Kyy5K33q
21p214K221Hx

22Hy
2 , ~B2!

the effective anisotropy of the conductivity

sa
eff5

sa

11v82S eq

sq
2

ea

sa
D , ~B3!

v85v0tqeq /sq , ~B4!

sq5~11sa!q21p211, eq5~11ea!q21p211,
~B5!

the effective dielectric constant

ea
eff5ea~q21p211!S sq

211v82eq

11v82 D , ~B6!

the effective orientational viscosity coupling the director
the fluid,

a252a21a3S 1

q2
2

hzyp
2I 2

hyyq
3 D , ~B7!

and the effective viscosity

heff5
hz

eff

11p2~12K22!I 2hzya28/qKyyhyya2

, ~B8!

a2852a21a3S p2

q2
2

hyy

hzy

I p

q D , ~B9!

hz
eff5hzz2

p2hzy
2

q2hyy

, ~B10!

hzz5h11~h11h21a1!
I 1

q2
1

a4

2

p2

q2
1h2

l1
41I 1p2

q4
,

~B11!

hyy5h11~h11h21a1!
p2

q2
1

2a4

q2
1h2

p414p2

q4
,

~B12!

hzy5~h11h21a12a4/2!
I p

q
1h2I p

41p2

q3
. ~B13!

The viscositiesh1 andh2 are given in Eq.~16!. The projec-
tion integrals are

I 152E
p/2

p/2

dzC1]z
2C151.2465,

I 25
2

pEp/2

p/2

dz cosz]zsin 2z50.848,
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I p5A2

pEp/2

p/2

dz C1]zsin 2z51.1119,

l1
45E

p/2

p/2

dz C1]z
4C155.1388. ~B14!

APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC EXPRESSION
FOR THE PREFACTOR C8 OF THE HOPF FREQUENCY

With the definitions of Appendix B, the dimensionle
prefactorC8 of Eq. ~22! reads

C825
Kzz

Kefful0zut0
SMS Cz

21
p2~12K22!I 2l0z

qKzzl0y
Cy

2D , ~C1!

Cz
25

saeq
2ul0zu

sq
2hz

effKzz
S 12

ea

eq

sq

sa
D S a22

eaq2hz
eff

eq
D , ~C2!

Cy
25

saeq
2ul0yu

sq
2hz

effKyy
S 12

ea

eq

sq

sa
D hzy

hyy
a28 . ~C3!

Here,l0z andl0y are given by

l0z52
Kzzhz

eff

hz
eff2a2

2
,

l0y52
Kyyhz

eff

hz
eff~12a28

2/hyy!2~p2/q2!~hzy
2 /hyy

2 !a28
2

. ~C4!
c

de
s

d

t,
For normal rollsKeff5Kzz and t0
SM521/l0z so that C82

5Cz
2 is equivalent to the normal-roll expression forC8

:5AsaC in Ref. @18#, if one identifieshz
eff with 1/Lnn and

takes into consideration a printing error in Eq.~38! of Ref.
@18#. There, the factor 12(ea /eq)Lnnq

2 should be replaced
by Lnn2(ea /eq)q2. Also, in Ref. @18# some terms propor-
tional to the small viscositya3 are neglected.

APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVE NONLINEAR
WEM EQUATIONS

We here present the elements of an approach that sh
give a useful starting point in the regime where a wea
nonlinear description of the SM is valid, i.e., fore!1. This
range is usually considerably larger than the weakly non
ear range of the WEM where the CCGL, considered in
main parts of this paper, is applicable. In the derivation
the CCGL, the modes excited at second order were tre
adiabatically. This is justified if the relaxation rater̃ of the
slowest excited mode is much higher than the relaxation
e/t0 of the critical modes. In the Hopf regime, this leads

e!t0r̃ 52De. ~D1!

where the threshold shiftDe is typically of the order of
0.01•••0.05.

The second-order and the third-order nonlinearitiesN2
andN3 of Eq. ~26! contain, respectively, several hundred a
some thousand terms, so a brute-force generalization app
unfeasible. We suggest that in the rangee!1, the nonlin-
earities of the WEM can be simplified without essentia
changing the dynamics and propose the following set
equations:
] tS r

s'

nz

ny

g

f

D 1 linear terms52S saE0~]ynynz1]znz
2!

v•“s'

g1nz
31g2nz~]xnz!~]ynz!

0

0

0

D . ~D2!
he

tion
co-

di-
the
The left-hand side corresponds to (B= ] t2L= )u in Eq. ~26!.
The most important nonlinearity of the WEM is the adve
tion v•¹s' of the slow fields' . Its effect is to ‘‘advect
away’’ inhomogeneities ins' by the velocity field of the
rolls. Thus it recovers the SM behavior at larger amplitu
The nonlinearity}saE0 in the charge equation influence
essentially the magnitude of thes mode excited at secon
order. The nonlinearities in the equation fornz , with g1 and
g2 fitted to give the correct coefficients in the SM limi
describe parametrically the nonlinearities of the SM on
weakly nonlinear level.
-

.

a

As a necessary condition, the set~D2! must reproduce the
CCGL coefficients of the full equations. In Figs. 2 and 3, t
CCGL coefficients calculated from Eq.~D2! are given by
dashed lines. Except in the case of very small recombina
rates the agreement is quantitative for all four nonlinear
efficients.

APPENDIX E: SWIFT –HOHENBERG-LIKE EQUATIONS

We here make a connection of the CCGL with the mo
fied SH equation recently proposed by Tu to explain
worm state@25#. The equations are of the form
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] tf~x,t !5~e1 ivH!f2sSH@~]x
21qc

2!21~]y
21pc

2!21bSH~]x
21qc

2!~]y
21pc

2!#f1 ivg@~]x
21qc

2!1aSH~]y
21pc

2!#f

1g0ufu2f1g1ufu4f. ~E1!

The relevant coefficients of Eq.~E1! in terms of the coefficients of the CCGL~4! are

vg5
vgx

2qc
, aSH5

vgyqc

vgxpc
, bSH522

jxy
2 qc

jxx
2 pc

, Re~sSH!5
jxx

2

4qc
2

, Im~sSH!5
jxx

2 bxx

4qc
2

2
vgx

8qc
3

, g05g~11 ic !. ~E2!

Equation~E1! has fewer coefficients than Eq.~4!. Calculating the CCGL from Eq.~E1! with the coeffficients~E2! gives for
the rest of the CCGL coefficients the relations

ve50, byy5bxy5bxx , jyy5
pc

2

qc
2

jxx , h52, ch50, ~E3!

whereas Tu had to assume that Re(g0),0 to describe the worms, we haveg.0 in the Hopf range.
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